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GOLD: Genomes Online Database
http://www.genomesonline.org/



100 times more genomes per year 

Starting one year from now!



DNA Sequencer Products 

• 454 Life Sciences (Branford, CT) / Roche 
• Genome Sequencer 20 
• Genome Sequencer FLX. 

• Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) 
• ABI Prism 310 Genetic Analyzer 
• ABI Prism 3100-Avant Genetic Analyzer 
• Applied Biosystems 3100 Genetic Analyzer 
• Applied Biosystems 3130 Genetic Analyzer 
• Applied Biosystems 3130xl Genetic Analyzer 
• Applied Biosystems 3730 DNA Analyzer 
• Applied Biosystems 3730xl DNA Analyzer 
• SOLiD (early access) 

• Beckman Coulter 
• CEQ 8000; CEQ 8800 
• GE Healthcare 
• MegaBACE 500. 
• MegaBACE 750 
• MegaBACE 1000 
• MegaBACE 1500 
• MegaBACE 4000 

• Illumina / Solexa
• Illumina Genome Analyzer 

•LI-COR Biosciences (Lincoln, NE) 
• 4300 



1. Basic research:

Decode genomes, which are the blueprints of life,

to understand both the genome organization &

network interactions that enable complex 

cellular processes.

2. Applied science:

Use the decoded genome connections and rules 

to design and engineer genomes for 

biotechnological and biomedical applications.

To find the rules behind the genomes



Old New

Competitive Collaborative

Single Investigator Complex Team

Observational Creating

Life Sciences Research

• Molecular biology has been largely a reductive science that 
deduces the operation of living systems by breaking them apart. 

• Synthetic biologists are taking a different approach: 
building machines from DNA parts. 
The devices work inside living cells, from which they derive 
energy, raw materials, and the ability to move and reproduce. 



1. Reverse engineering:

Reverse engineering of genome complexity by   

taking apart sequenced whole genomes through 

cross-genome comparison to see how they work.

2. Forward engineering:

Design and build engineered biological systems  

to test biological hypothesis. Creating biological 

circuits may teach us as much about life as trying

to reverse-engineer them (learn by doing).

Engineering approaches 

to the study of biological sciences



What the parts look like?



How they fit together?



How the whole machine works?



Models

A model is an abstract representation of reality.

Consider model airplanes. Some model 

airplanes look very much like a small version 

of a real airplane, but do not fly well at all. 

Other model airplanes (e.g., a paper airplane) 

do not look very much like airplanes at all, 

but fly very well. 

These two kinds of models represent different 

features of the airplane; the first represents 

its outward appearance, while the second 

represents its aerodynamic properties (in part). 

Thus what type of model is appropriate to use 

depends upon the intended purpose. 

Mathematical models represent a system, and 

are used to make predictions about that system.



“What I cannot create   

I do not understand.”

- Richard Feynman, 1988

 An approach to engineering biology

 Not what you make but how you make it

 Builds upon the technologies of 
traditional biotechnology

 Recombinant DNA technology

 PCR

 Automated sequencing

 Based upon three main foundational 
technologies

 Automated construction of DNA

 Standards for how to put parts together

 Abstraction to hide biological complexity

Synthetic Biology

Nobel Prize winner, 1965



Hypothesis driven science: 

Does fitting data validate a model?

- A model, fitting the data, is perhaps beautiful, but is only "not yet invalidated."

All models are wrong, i.e. are incomplete or inexact or incorrect.

The question is how wrong they are or how useful they are.

- Find an alternative hypothesis,

design the experiment distinguishing the two hypotheses,

do the experiment, 

and advance science ...

One beauty must be sacrificed!

- from Follow Platt (Science, 1964)

- The tragedy of science: A beautiful hypothesis slain by an ugly fact.

- from Thomas Henry Huxley
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Outline

What is Synthetic biology?
• Definition

• Foundational technologies

• Applications

How to get involved?
• iGEM compeition

• Synthetic Biology conferences
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“Synthetic Biology” first used by geneticist Waclaw Szybalski

 Introduced in 1974:

 Let me now comment on the question “what next”. Up to now we are working 
on the descriptive phase of molecular biology. ... But the real challenge will 
start when we enter the synthetic biology phase of research in our field. We 
will then devise new control elements and add these new modules to the 
existing genomes or build up wholly new genomes. This would be a field with 
the unlimited expansion potential and hardly any limitations to building "new 
better control circuits" and ..... finally other “synthetic” organisms, like a 
"new better mouse". ... I am not concerned that we will run out exciting and 
novel ideas, ... in the synthetic biology, in general.

 Comment in Gene in 1978, after Nobel Prize award for discovery of 
restriction enzymes:

 The work on restriction nucleases not only permits us easily to construct 
recombinant DNA molecules and to analyze individual genes, but also has led 
us into the new era of synthetic biology where not only existing genes are 
described and analyzed but also new gene arrangements can be constructed 
and evaluated



What is Synthetic Biology?

Synthetic biology is an emerging area of research 

that can broadly be described as 

- the design and construction of novel artificial 

biological pathways, organisms or devices, or

- the redesign of existing natural biological systems.

Biologists have traditionally sought to understand how life works. 

In contrast, synthetic biologists seek to design and build new 

biological systems. The application of engineering principles to 

the design and construction of complex biological systems is 

likely to provide a step change from the tweaking of existing 

genomes. 
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Education and Training on Synthetic Biology

 Synthetic Biology courses 

 Synthetic Biology at MIT 

 Class aims to engineer blinking life in the lab at MIT 

 Protocols and Standards for Emerging Technologies: Issues in Synthetic Biology and the 

Future Internet at MIT 

 Implications and Applications of Synthetic Biology at the University of California, Berkeley 

 The Graduate Program in Biophysics and Synthetic Biology at The University of Chicago 

 Synthetic Biology: Engineering life at Duke University 

 Special Topics in Synthetic Biology at Rice University 

 Synthetic Biological Systems at Brown University 

 Biologically-inspired Distributed and Multi-agent Systems at Harvard University 

 Synthetic Biology at Stanford University 

 Synthetic Biology at the University of Cambridge 

 Synthetic Biology: Hardware, Software, and Wetware 



Microsoft Builds Relationships in Synthetic Biology
http://research.microsoft.com/ur/us/fundingopps/RFPs/eScience_RFP_2006.aspx
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Computational Challenges in Synthetic Biology 
Synthetic Biology lies at a junction between engineering and biology. Much of modern 
biology is based on three breakthroughs: 
(1) understanding the structure and operation of DNA, 
(2) manipulating DNA with restriction enzymes and the Polymerase Chain Reaction, &
(3) understanding the genome through DNA sequencing. 
Synthetic Biology is based on three new developments: 
(1) direct synthesis of DNA, 
(2) abstraction of biological function, and 
(3) the growth of an industry of standard biological parts. 
Long-term research goals include how to best design and build engineered 
biological systems and to promote the open and transparent development of 
tools for engineering biology. Long-term social goals include enabling new 
industries based on the rational engineering of biological systems and materials, and 
constructing a society that can productively apply biological technology.

Goals & Objectives
Microsoft invites proposals to identify and address computational challenges in two 
areas of synthetic biology. The first relates to the re-engineering of natural 
biological pathways to produce interoperable, composable, standard 
biological parts. Examples of research topics include, but are not limited to, the 
specification, simulation, construction, and dissemination of biological components or 
systems of interacting components. The second area for proposals focuses on tools 
and information repositories relating to the use of DNA in the fabrication of 
nanostructures and nanodevices. In both cases, proposals combining 
computational methods with biological experimentation are seen as particularly 
valuable.







A Robot Building Kit

http://www.lego.com/


Synthetic Biology “Kit”?

Projects from 2004 UT Austin/UCSF and 2006 MIT iGEM teams

BBa_E0033 

Turn Cell Black

BBa_Q04510

NOT Gate

BBa_M30109

Light Sensor

Bacterial Photography

BBa_J45200 

Banana Smell

BBa_Q04510

NOT Gate

BBa_J45992

Cell Density

BBa_J45120

Mint Smell

Bacterial Perfume



Foundational Technologies of Synthetic Biology 

(Adapted from: Carlton and Pace, Biosecurity and Bioterrorism, 2003)

C
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Moore’s law

(transistors per chip) 

Growth of various technologies

DNA Synthesis

(bp/person/day)

http://partsregistry.org

Abstraction Hierarchy



Why Engineer Life?

Applications
(engineering)

Understanding
(Science)

+

Materials: drug factories, 

production of other biomaterials

Energy:  energy production, 

cellulose --> ethanol

Health: search & delivery 

vehicles, sensor/actuator cells for 

diagnosis/imaging, modified 

immune response, wound 

healing & regeneration

Discover the design principles

of complex biological systems

Understand the “rules” of design

Synthesis presents a

complementary approach to

interrogate biological systems



 Standardization of Components
 Predictable performance

 Off-the-shelf

 ME, 1800s

 Abstraction
 Insulate relevant characteristics from overwhelming detail

 Simple artifacts that can be used in combination

 From Physics to EE, 1900s

 Decoupling Design & Fabrication
 Rules insulating design process from details of fabrication

 Enable parts, device, and system designers to work together

 VLSI electronics, 1970s

Enabling Biological Engineering



• The car only became popular in America after Henry Ford 

figured out how to mass produce it. 

• Computers didn't invade every office and den until the chip industry 

learned how to churn out endless billions of the semiconductors that 

do all of a PC's actual work. 

• Now, the world's life-science researchers are taking a page from 

those two industrial playbooks and are trying to make biological 

production as efficient as most other sorts in modern economies. 

The economic impact of their efforts could be as significant as what 

occurred with cars and computers, and could include vastly less 

expensive gene-based drugs and vaccines, fuel sources 

and industrial materials. 

Biologists Are Looking To 

the Chip Industry For Production Models 
http://www.synberc.org/news_wsj_080906.html



 ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator)

 Work started in 1943 in Moore School of Electrical Engineering 
at the University of Pennsylvania, 
by John Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert

 Completed in 1946

 25 feet in length & 2.5 feet in height

 20 10-digit registers, each 2 feet

 use18,000 vacuum tubes
(electronic switches, invented in 1906)

 Perform1900 addition per second

 Programming manually 
by plugging cables and setting switches

The very first computer



SystemsParts & 
Fabrication

Design

Tools Registries

Synthesis

Measurement

QuickTime?and a
Video decompressor

are needed to see this p icture.Applications

The Dream



Making life better, 

one part at a time

- OPENWETWARE’s MOTO

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY



The goal

Synthetic biologist views the genome as the cell's operating system

• Use Synthetic biology as a means 

to explore whole-genome sequence information

• Use bioinformatics to design and test a biological hypothesis 

prior to performing the experimental engineering in the laboratory.

• Engineering approaches to the study of biological sciences 

Systems biology provides us with insights into the functional interplay of 

the numerous individual constituents of complex biological systems. 

Engineers, mathematicians and biologists intend to co-operate on an 

interdisciplinary basis in order to synthesize more sophisticated systems 

with predictable characteristics from the individual constituents.

• Creating biological circuits may teach us as much about life 
as trying to reverse-engineer them (learn by doing).



Literatures on Synthetic Biology

 Using two-component systems and other bacterial regulatory factors for the fabrication of synthetic genetic devices.

Methods Enzymol. 2007;422:488-512.

 Nano-enabled synthetic biology.

Mol Syst Biol. 2007;3:125. Epub 2007 Jul 10.

 Synthetic biology: designs for life.

Nature. 2007 Jul 5;448(7149):32-33.  

 Bioengineering novel in vitro metabolic pathways using synthetic biology.

Curr Opin Microbiol. 2007 Jun;10(3):246-53.

 The economics of synthetic biology

Molecular Systems Biology. 3:117-120, 2007.

 Rebuilding microbial genomes

Bioessays. 29(6):580-590, 2007. 

 A synthetic biology challenge: making cells compute.

Molecular BioSystems. 3:343-353, 2007.

 Guiding bacteria with small molecules and RNA.

Journal of the American Chemical Society. 129(21):6807-6811, 2007.

 Designing biological systems.

Genes & Development. 21:242-254, 2007.

 Chemical aspects of synthetic biology.

Chemistry & Biodiversity. 4(4):603-621, 2007. 
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• James J. Collins (Boston University) 
- http://www.bu.edu/dbin/bme/faculty/?prof=jcollins

• Christopher A. Voigt (UCSF) 
- http://www.voigtlab.ucsf.edu/

• Michael Elowitz (Caltech) 
- http://www.elowitz.caltech.edu/

• Ron Weiss (Princeton University) 
- http://www.princeton.edu/~rweiss/

• Jay Keasling (UC, Berkeley) 
- https://keaslinglab.lbl.gov/wiki/index.php/Main_Page

• James C. Liao (UCLA) 
- http://www.seas.ucla.edu/~liaoj/

• George Church (Harvard University) 
- http://arep.med.harvard.edu/gmc/

• Drew Endy (MIT) 
- http://web.mit.edu/be/people/endy.htm

• Thomas Knight (MIT) 
- http://people.csail.mit.edu/tk/

Synthetic Biologists

http://www.bu.edu/dbin/bme/faculty/?prof=jcollins
http://www.voigtlab.ucsf.edu/
http://www.elowitz.caltech.edu/
http://www.princeton.edu/~rweiss/
https://keaslinglab.lbl.gov/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
http://www.seas.ucla.edu/~liaoj/
http://arep.med.harvard.edu/gmc/
http://web.mit.edu/be/people/endy.htm
http://people.csail.mit.edu/tk/


Synthetic Biology:FAQ
http://openwetware.org/wiki/Synthetic_Biology:FAQ
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Synthetic Biology

reaches beyond simple genetic engineering of organisms 
to a complete genomic makeover, 

treating genes “like transistors wired in a circuit.”

BioRobots





Perfection (in design) is achieved, 

not when there is nothing more to add, 

but when there is nothing left to take away.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery

French writer (1900 - 1944)





The 7th European Commission Research Framework

2007 Research Topics

• 2007-3-3-01: SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
- The use of Synthetic Biology for the solution of environmental problems

• 2007.3.2.5: ENERGY - Synthetic biofuels via gasification

YM-Bioinfo



The Synthetic Biology Engineering Research Center

(SynBERC) - August 2006

• funded by a 5-year, $17 million grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) 

for the Synthetic Biology Engineering Research Center. 

• a multi-institution research effort to lay the foundation for synthetic biology, 

which aims to build biological components and assemble them into integrated 

systems to accomplish specific tasks. 

• It is located at the University of California, Berkeley, and also includes 

participation from UC San Francisco - which in the 1970s did much of the 

pioneering work in recombinant DNA - along with MIT, Harvard, Prairie View 

A&M University in Texas and the California Institute for Quantitative 

Biomedical Research. 

• SynBERC publishes its parts and systems 

on the OpenWetWare:SynBERC wiki. 

YM-Bioinfo



http://www.synberc.org/index.html



http://openwetware.org/wiki/SynBERC



SynBERC's specific aims 

• to develop a conceptual framework for designing small biological 

components (parts) that can be assembled into devices that will 

perform a well-characterized function under specified conditions

• to develop a small number of chassis (stable, robust bacterial hosts 

with known responses) to host the engineered devices and to 

assemble several devices to accomplish a larger vision or goal

• to develop a set of standards for the interactions of the parts and 

devices so that the devices can be built more readily and reproducibly

• to offer the parts, devices, and chassis as open source to other 

researchers and companies. 

YM-Bioinfo



Can scientists design and assemble biological machines 

the same way engineers design and build computers? 

The goal of SynBERC's chassis research thrust is to develop a limited 
number of chassis that should serve a wide range of activities 
(testbeds). 

Specifically, they will 
(1) determine the components of a chassis necessary to be removed 

or altered to support their testbeds and devices; 
(2) develop robust (industrial) chassis based on Escherichia coli;
(3) develop a second chromosome for E. coli that will allow one to 

integrate large sequences of DNA into the cell and isolate their 
function from the cell’s native chromosome; 

(4) develop a series of safety control mechanisms on the chassis; & 
(5) develop analytical methods to assay for chassis function and high 

efficiency and fidelity functioning of devices within the chassis.

http://www.synberc.org/component.html

YM-Bioinfo

http://www.synberc.org/thrusts.html


The Institute for Systems Biology is launched on 

30 April 2007 at Imperial College London. 

The Institute will also include a team of researchers 

working in synthetic biology, an emerging field in 

which engineers work with molecular bioscientists to 

produce biologically-based engineering parts, by 

modifying bacterial DNA. 

This research represents the first steps towards 

building a biologically-based computer.

New institute fuses science and engineering

with medical research



52

iGEM

 It is an abbreviation of the "international Genetically 

Engineered Machine" competition.

 It is a Synthetic Biology competition of students.
 Student teams are given a kit of biological parts 

at the beginning of the summer (in June).

 Working at our own schools over the summer, we use these parts 

and new parts of our own design to build biological systems and operate them in living cells.

 During the first weekend of November, we will present our work 

at the iGEM Competition Jamboree at MIT and have a chance 

to interact with other teams and win awards.

 We will then add our new parts to the Registry of Standard 

Biological Parts for the students in the next year's competition. 



iGEM

‧ International Genetically Engineered Machines (iGEM) is the 

prestigious competition organized by the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. The objective of the competition is to design and build

an engineered biological system using standard DNA parts.

‧ iGEM Team Members will need to imagine, engineer, and assemble 

a biological system that does something really cool. The challenge is 

to make a living counterpart of basic engineering designs (e.g. bacterial 

photography, genetic counter, biological internet, etc.). The team should 

take an engineering approach to the problem, using computer

modeling and simulation to design their system.

‧ The completed project will then be presented at the iGEM jamboree 

in Boston in November 2007. 

YM-Bioinfo



This plate containing pieces of DNA is part of 

the Registry of Standard Biological Parts developed at MIT 

for work in synthetic biology. 

YM-Bioinfo
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Use bacterial cell-cell signalling to synchronize repressilators among neighbouring bacteria

The Vibrio fischeri LuxI-LuxR quorum sensing circuit components 

YM-Bioinfo



http://web.mit.edu/synbio/www/faq.html



Bio-parts for Synthetic Biology

Symbol Type Description Symbol Type Description

R Regulatory Operator region E Reoporter Compound reporter devices

B RBS Ribosome Binding Site Q Inverter

C CDS CoDing Sequence (protein) Composite

B Terminator Transcriptional terminator I Project Student projects

RNA RNA binding site and coding G Generator TIPS-to-protein converter

Signalling cell-cell signalling Measurement Performance measurement constructs

E Reporter Basic reporter CDS T Temporary Temporary and trail parts

V Plasmid S Intermidiate Generated during assembly

V Cell Cell strains (prokaryotic) Other Parts not yet classified

Basic Composite

YM-Bioinfo



In silico design of genetic networks 

with specified functions

mutational growth and 

selection (optimization 

stage)

Input 

components

combinations survivors
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Synthetic biology?



Use Circuit Diagrams?

YM-Bioinfo



Synthetic Biology vs. Genetic Engineering

How is synthetic biology different from genetic engineering?

YM-Bioinfo



FORGET genetic engineering. 

The new idea is synthetic biology …
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/07/08/weekinreview/08wade.html?ex=1189742400&en=e744216eb53cf4e4&ei=5070

The new idea is synthetic biology, an effort by engineers 
to rewire the genetic circuitry of living organisms. 

“Biology will never be the same,” 



The genetic toggle switch: 

an early synthetic gene circuit

YM-Bioinfo



Construction of the genetic toggle switch in E. coli

YM-Bioinfo



DNA damage detection by the toggle sensor

YM-Bioinfo



Cells glow when detect toxins. 
Luminescence is detected by an integrated photosensor circuit.

Biochip for toxin detection

YM-Bioinfo



Recent Genetic Circuits

YM-Bioinfo



The dream



Abstraction Hierarchy
The purpose of an abstraction hierarchy is to hide information and manage complexity. 
To be useful, individuals must be able to work independently at each level of the hierarchy.
An abstraction hierarchy can be used with other technologies (e.g., 'standard part families') 
to quickly design and specify the DNA sequence encoding many integrated genetic systems.

Abstraction barriers (red) block all exchane of information between abstraction levels. 
Interfaces (green) enable the limited and principled exchange of information between levels. 
Example exchanges are given in quotes. 



Parts
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BioBricks

http://parts.mit.edu/

Where do we get the parts?

YM-Bioinfo



http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php/Main_Page
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BioBrick Standard Parts

Tom Knight

etc.

http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php/Main_Page

http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php?title=Help:BioBrick_Prefix_and_Suffix
http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php/Image:MultiPartsinplasmid.png
http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php?title=Help:BioBrick_Prefix_and_Suffix
http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php/Image:StdAsssmall.png
http://parts.mit.edu/registry/index.php/Main_Page
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Part Types

YM-Bioinfo



Available Transcriptional Regulators 
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We need modularity

Mix and match promoters and genes
without changing their individual function.

Build complex circuits by wiring together 
well-characterized components

YM-Bioinfo



• Can use tools of genetic engineering 

to cut and paste DNA modules together

• Can use modeling and simulation to 

predict circuit function

• Advancing technologies may enable 

“rapid prototyping”

– Large scale DNA synthesis

– DNA assembly without restriction enzymes

Advantages of modularity

YM-Bioinfo



A device is a combination of parts that performs some useful function. 



One type of device is an inverter. 
An inverter takes an input signal and produces the opposite output signal 
(e.g., HIGH input produces LOW output and vice versa; an inverter functions like a Boolean NOT).

YM-Bioinfo



A genetic inverter can be assembled from four parts. 
Classically, 
a genetic inverter receives as input the concentration of repressor A and, 
via gene expression, sends as output the concentration of repressor B. 
In this model, the signal carriers are the proteins A and B, 
and the signal levels are the concentrations of proteins A and B. 

One immediate problem with such a device is that 
the input and output signal carriers are different. 
Such an inverter can only be connected to an upstream device 
that sends protein A and a downstream device that receives protein B.
A full collection of such inverters would require 
all combinaations of protein A and protein B, 
the square of the number of proteins. 

Genetic inverter

YM-Bioinfo



Devices

LacI

CI

l cI-857OLac RBS T

CILacI

A 'classical' genetically encoded inverter that 
takes as input the concentration of a repressor protein, LacI. 

In the presence of LacI, 
expression of the downstream cI gene is inhibited. 

In the absence of the LacI, 
expression of the downstream cI occurs via transcription initiating at OLac, 
producing a high CI output signal.

YM-Bioinfo



LacI  CI inverter

CILacI

Devices

YM-Bioinfo



l cIRBS
T

Ol

cI

PoPSIN

Polymerase Per Second = PoPS

l cIRBS
T

Ol

PoPSOUT

Reorganizing the parts into a PoPS-based inverter 

When the input PoPS-level is high, CI is produced. CI acts at OLambda to keep the output PoPS-level low. 
The molecule-specific details of a PoPS-based inverter are internal to the device and can be hidden; 
PoPS-based devices can thus be used in combination with (i.e., connected to) and other PoPS-based devices. 

YM-Bioinfo



l cIRBS
T

Ol

PoPSOUT

PoPSIN

cI

PoPSOUTPoPSIN

INVERTER

PoPSOUTPoPSINPoPSOUT

PoPS Source (Any)

The input signal to the inverter is carried by polymerase per second, or PoPS. 
PoPS is the flow of RNA polymerase molecules along DNA (i.e., 'current' for gene expression). 
The PoPS level is set by the amount of RNA polymerase molecules that trundle past a specific position 
on DNA each second. Importantly, the output signal from the inverter is also carried by PoPS. 
The inversion function of the device is still executed by a repressor protein acting on its cognate site 
at the operator DNA, but all details specific to this interaction are internal to the device. As a result, 
an inverter only involves one protein and a complete set requires only one inverter per protein. 

YM-Bioinfo



Device/System Interface

l cI-857OLac RBS T

cILacI

l cI-857RBS T

cI

Ol

PoPSin

PoPSout

LacI

cI
PoPSout

PoPSin
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Systems

Inverter.2 Inverter.3Inverter.1

YM-Bioinfo



Interfaces

Devices

Parts

Systems
Inv.2 Inv.3Inv.1

LacI 
CI 

inverter

CILacI

Abstraction barriers (red) block all exchane of information between abstraction levels. 

YM-Bioinfo



Parts/Device Interface

Devices

Parts

LacI 
CI 

inverter

CILacI

Abstraction barriers (red) block all exchane of information between abstraction levels. 
Interfaces (green) enable the limited and principled exchange of information between levels.
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Synthetic Biology at Berkeley Lab 
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http://www.syntheticbiology3.ethz.ch/program.htm
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http://sb4.biobricks.org/



Synthetic Biology 4.0
October 10-12, 2008

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
http://www.sb4.biobricks.org



SB x.0 Conference Series
 SB 1.0 (MIT, June 2004)

 Brought together, for the first time, researchers in the emerging field of 
synthetic biology

 Focused on the need for foundational technologies and development of 
social, legal, and educational components

 All speakers from US institutions, most from the Boston area

 SB 2.0 (UC Berkeley, May 2006)

 Focused on applications of synthetic biology, in areas like energy, 
materials, and medicine

 Most participants hailed from North America

 SB 3.0 (ETH Zurich, June 2007)

 Represented the emergence of synthetic biology programs in Europe

 Heavy participation in Europe demonstrated development of a core in this 
field



Mission of SB 4.0

 Bring together researchers who are working to

 Design and build biological parts, devices, and integrated biological 
systems

 Develop technologies enabling such work

 Place this scientific and engineering research within its current and 
future social, legal, and political context

 On the agenda…

 Plenary session of scientific talks from global leaders in synthetic 
biology (~24), including notable student teams from iGEM 2007

 Three concurrent tracks of community-organized sessions

 200+ poster presentations

 Discussion of legal, ethical, and societal issues involving synthetic 
biology



Day 1 Schedule

Friday, October 10

 Opening Session: iGEM (Chair: Randy Rettberg, MIT)

 Beijing University 2007 iGEM team (sponsored by Ceyuan Ventures)

 UCSF 2007 iGEM team  (sponsored by GeneArt)

 Opening Session (Chair: Ham Smith, Nobel laureate, J Craig Venter Institute)

 Clyde Hutchinson (JCVI) - Genome Construction

 Jian Xu (Chinese Academy of Science) - Biofuel Research in Asia

 Building the Foundations (Chair: Pamela Silver, Harvard)

 Drew Endy (Stanford) - Large-scale Part Fabrication

 Randy Rettberg (MIT) - The iGEM Undergraduate Competition

 Emerging Applications (Chair: Chris Voigt, UCSF)

 Jay Keasling (UC Berkeley) - Fuel and Drug Production

 Daphne Preuss (U Chicago) - Synthetic Plant Chromosomes

 Synthetic Biology: Political and Economic Framework (Chair: Reg Kelly, UCSF)

 John Tsang (Financial Secretary, HKG)

 Jack Wadsworth (Morgan Stanley)

Draft Agenda only



Day 2 Schedule
Saturday, October 11

 Genome Design and Construction (Chair: Hans Bugle, GeneArt)

 Mitsuhiro Itaya (Keio U, Japan) - DNA Construction in B. subtilis

 Chuan-Hsiung Chang (National Yang Ming U) - Genome CAD

 Lynn Conway (U Michigan) - Learning from VLSI CAD

 Molecular Part Engineering (Chair: TBD)

 Waclaw Szybalski (U Wisconsin) - Historical Perspective of Synthetic Biology

 Tanja Kortemme (UCSF) - Computational Design of Signaling Partners

 Irene Chen (Harvard) - Ribozymes and Lipid Vesicles 

 Cellular Manufacturing (Chair: Pam Silver, Harvard)

 Merja Penttilä (VTT, Finland)- Industrial Optimization of Yeast

 Sang-Yup Lee (KAIST) - Metabolic Engineering of Bacteria

 Wan-Keung Wong (HKUST) - Cosmetic Production in Bacteria

 Biomass to Liquid Fuels (Chair: Jay Keasling, UCB)

 James Liao (UCLA) - Isobutanol Production

 Christopher Voigt (UCSF) - Chemical Building Blocks

 Kristala Prather (MIT) - Biofuel Pathway Engineering

Draft Agenda only



Day 3 Schedule

Sunday, October 12

 Synthetic Biology and Infectious Disease (Chair: George Poste, ABI)

 Ralph Baric (University of North Carolina) - Synthetic Genomics of SARS

 Eckard Wimmer (Stony Brook University) - DNA Synthesis and Polio Vaccine

 Malik Peiris (Hong Kong University) - SARS Genetics

 Genetic Circuit Design

 Tetsuya Yomo (Osaka) - Liposome Characterization of Genetic Circuits

 Mukund Thattai (NCBS, India) - Genetic Part Design and Characterization

 Xiaoxia Nina Lin (U Michigan) - Multicellular Population Control

 Plant Genetic Engineering (Chair: Jim Haseloff, University of Cambridge)

 Jim Haseloff (University of Cambridge) - Synthetic Biology of Plants

 Sai-Ming Sun (Chinese University) - ice Engineering

 Impact on Medicine

 Wendell Lim (UCSF) - Nanomedicine

 George Poste (Arizona BioDesign Institute) - Pharmaceutical Applications

Draft Agenda only







Genome Transplantation in Bacteria: 
Changing One Species to Another



Ever-enhanced control over Living Cells

 Random mutagenesis – followed by selection (1930s)

• DNA sequencing & cloning – cells as protein factories (human insulin, 1978)

• DNA synthesis & genetic engineering – controlled mutagenesis (1978)

• de novo protein engineering (1990s)

• Total synthesis of a virus genome – polio (2002),  φX174 (2004)

• Total synthesis of a bacterial genome (2008…?)

• Total synthesis of a eukaryotic genome (2020??)



Biological cell programming

Nano-BioRobots





Synthetic Biology

Scientific American, May 2004 issue

DREW ENDY (pictured) and others at M.I.T. have 

designed and built more than 140 "BioBricks" (in vials). 

Each is a piece of DNA that performs a well-characterized 

function and interacts well with other genetic parts.

REDESIGNED VIRUSES will help 

biologists learn how to build reliable 

genetic machines. A group at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

has reorganized the genome of the T7 

bacteriophage drawn here. 
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E. coli

Diffusing signal

Programming Cell Communities

proteins

Program cells to perform various tasks using:
• Intra-cellular circuits

– Digital & analog components

• Inter-cellular communication
– Control outgoing signals, process incoming signals

YM-Bioinfo



Programmed Cell Applications

analyte
source

Analyte source detection

Reporter

rings

Pattern formation

 Biomedical
 combinatorial gene regulation with few inputs; tissue engineering

 Environmental sensing and effecting
 recognize and respond to complex environmental conditions

 Engineered crops
 toggle switches control expression of growth hormones, pesticides

 Cellular-scale fabrication
 cellular robots that manufacture complex scaffolds









iGEM history



International Genetically 

Engineered Machines (iGEM) Competition

 Goals

 Can simple biological systems be built from standard, interchangeable parts and 
be operated in living cells?

 Enable the systematic engineering of biology

 Promote open and transparent development of tools for engineering biology

 Foster a community that can productively apply synthetic biology

 Teams compete at the iGEM Jamboree held at MIT in November

 students working over the summer

 Design, construct, and test a synthetic biological system

 Library of standardized parts (BioBricks) provided

Photos from Mackenzie Cowell



Timeline

2003 MIT class

2004 MIT class

2004 Synthetic Biology Competition

(5 teams, 1 country)

iGEM 2005 (13 teams, 4 countries)

iGEM 2006 (37 teams, 15 countries)

iGEM 2008

(85 teams registered,

24 countries)

85

iGEM 2007 (54 teams, 19 countries)



2003 - Birth of iGEM: Students design biological oscillators coupled to fluorescent reports.



Synthetic Biology Competition 2004
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iGEM2005 
(intercollegiate Genetically Engineered Machine Competition)
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2003 - MIT IAP (Blinkers)
2004 - MIT IAP (Polkadots)
2004 - BU, Caltech, MIT, Princeton, UT Austin (FSMs)
2005 - Intercollegiate Genetically Engineered Machine 

(iGEM) Competition

Caltech
Davidson
Harvard
MIT
Toronto
UCSF/SFSU
UT Austin

2006 - Intercollegiate Genetically Engineering Machine (iGEM) Competition

iGEM 2005, 2006, …

Oklahoma
Princeton
Cambridge
ETH Zurich
Penn State
UC Berkeley

YM-Bioinfo



37 school teams participated in iGEM 2006 

From USA, Canada, Japan, India, Switzerland, UK, Spain
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• Addressable Conjugation in Bacterial Networks (UC, Berkeley)
• Engineering a Molecular Predation Oscillator (Imperial College, London)
• Macteria - The arsenic biosensor (University of Edinburgh)
• Programmed differentiation of mouse embryonic stem cells using 
artificial signaling pathways (Princeton)

• Solving the Pancake Problem with an E. coli Computer (Davidson)
• Remote Control of Bacterial Chemotaxis (UCSF)
• Engineering Synthetic Oscillatory Gene Networks at the Population Level (Duke)
Encoding Information In Vivo with DNA and Light
A Novel Suicide Circuit for Tumor Targeting Bacteria 
Engineering “Sticky” Magnetic Bacteria for Power Generation

• Reconstitute the cyanobacteria Kai oscillator in E. coli (Harvard)
• Engineered synthetic scent systems in E. coli (MIT)
• Engineered Human Cells: SAY NO TO SEPSIS (Ljubljana, Slovenia)
• Split YFP & Repressilator (McGill University)
• Photos in living colors (Purdue University)
• Light Controlled Chemotaxis (University of Texas, Austin)
• H2 Reporter (Mississippi State University)
• (University of Calgary)
• (IPN_UNAM, Mexico)
• Cell Raisers (University of Arizona)
• (Chungbuk National University, South Korea)
• (EGE UNIVERSITY in Turkey)
• CELLULAR BIOSENSOR: ECOLITASTER (UPV-UV Valencia, Spain)
• Swimmy Bacteria, Aromatic E.coli, Balloon E.coli, E.Colock (Chiba University, Japan)
• Interaction of UV Photon-Iron Porphyrins Genes: A Microbial Biosensor (Latin America)
• Barbie Nanoatelier: Open Source DNA-nanotechnology (Freiburg University)
• Quorumtaxis - Programming E. coli to eavesdrop, stalk, & kill B. subtilis (Rice University)
• Tri-Metallic Biosensor to Identify Hydrocarbons (Prairie View A&M University)
• Solving the Pancake Problem with a Bacterial Computer (Missouri Western State University)

Some iGEM 2006 research topics



These 37 school teams are participating in iGEM 2006. 
See the world map for their global distribution

http://parts2.mit.edu/wiki/index.php/Image:IGEM2006worldmap.gif


http://parts.mit.edu/r/parts/igem/index.cgi
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in Asia

Peking University

hop-counting, push-on/push-off switch

Tsinghua University

cell-cell communication, synthetic oscillator

Tianjin University

bio-diode, Genetic RS flip-flop

NYMU Taipei

glucose-based synthetic operon system

USTC

extensible logic-circuit in bacteria

NCBS Bangalore

open-loop characteristics 

to closed-loop responses

Chiba University

bacterial marimo Tokyo Alliance

redifferentiation of E. coli



http://igem.ym.edu.tw/
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Publication:
A Synthetic Biology Approach for 
Designing and Engineering BioRobot
Systems with Embedded Insulin Auto 
Feedback and Control Mechanisms
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Faculty Advisors Graduate Consultants 

Undergraduate Students

Backgrounds in Medicine, Dentistry, 

Life science, Computer science,

Engineering and Bioinformatics 

iGEM 2007 NYMU Team
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2007年國際基因工程競賽
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iGEM 2008 NYMU Team



162162

For Improving the Quality of Life 
of Patients Suffering from 
Chronic Renal Failure

A Bacteria-based Micro-dialysis Machine



2008年國際基因工程競賽 陽明大學團隊亞洲稱霸全球前六
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http://ymadm1.ym.edu.tw/event/event_show_onlinenews.asp?E
Id=3464
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What happens after the iGEM?

 Openwetware –Synthetic Biology forum

 Taiwan 

- share our iGEM experience with other universities and 

research organizations.

- prepare for iGEM 2008 at NYMU

 Regional meeting 

- with other Asian countries: 

 Jamboree at MIT

to interact with other teams and win awards.



What happens after the iGEM?

 Openwetware –Synthetic Biology forum

 Taiwan 

- share iGEM experience with other universities and 

research organizations.

- prepare for iGEM 2009

 Regional meeting 

- with other Asian countries: 

 Jamboree at MIT

to interact with other teams and win awards.



http://openwetware.org/wiki/Main_Page
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http://www.qb3.org/bcsb.htm
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http://www.syntheticbiology.org/
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http://www.azonano.com/details.asp?ArticleID=1346



http://www.syntheticgenomics.com/about.htm

The first Synthetic Biology company
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http://www.codondevices.com/



the startup synthetic biology company Codon Devices
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Synthetic Biology - the man-made future?
http://sciencevideos.wordpress.com/2008/06/26/synthetic-biology-the-man-made-future/



You see things; and you say “why?” 

But I dream things that never were;

and I say “why not?”

─ George Bernard Shaw (July 26, 1856 ─ Nov 2, 1950),
Irish playwright and winner of the Nobel prize for Literature in 1925
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